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I Stop the Fall blahs
I Beat t Winter whites
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BE IN STRIDE AND RIDE
A FINER BIKE THIS YEAR

We've got your bike, come in and see it!

Walking and Biking distance from campus!! I 1 I .V "

Courtesy of Universal Pictures

-- EAST PARKPLAZA-2- 08

No. 66th
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So. 13th

Meli (Mariel Hemingway) confronts Dr. Harry Wolper (Peter OToole) with the fact that she
has fallen in love with him.

Moving, entertaining 'Creator' succeeds
because of bright humor, good actingCLOSE TO CAMPUS!!
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humor and good acting.

The story line is involved but coher-

ent. Dr. Harry Wolper (Peter OToole), a
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475-020- 4

PLAZA
208 N. 66th

464-018-8

blackmails Boris into signing on as his
research assistant.

While this is going on, Dr. Sidney
Kuhlenbeck (David Ogden Stiers) is
trying to get Harry transferred off the
staff, basically because he thinks his

By Tom Mockler
Staff Reporter

"Creator," currently showing at the
Plaza 4, is well worth seeing,.unless you

happen to be especially cynical.
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Nobel laureate biologist, is a brilliant
eccentric whose major preoccupation
is trying to bring his dead wife back to
life even though she's been dead 30
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eccentricities will get their grant fundsIt is one of those, entertaining films
H that one could cry "foul" at because of years. Boris Lafkin is a first year grad cut.

n emotional manipulation in the story, student who is desperately seeking the Also, a ld drifter named
U The difference with this film, as "ngnigiri. uneaay on campus ne sees Men rMariel Heminffwav) has a run- -$20 VALUE

(Expires Oct. 15, 1985) opposed to say, "Terms of Endear- - Barbara Spencer (Virginia Madsen) and in with Harry and decides she is going
mnr " is that. it. nmrk.s This conn is falls in love instantlv. She slirjs.Dii Anv brand multi-spee- d bike serviced includes adjusting gears. brakes.

H true wheels, lubrication and complete bike check-up- . All parts extra. vj . wv. .w .w v r 1 liVI 1I1CU i J lit i vi x itot JM. tllJ ItlUftV 1J
achieved through especially bright but Harry knows her identity, and so spent working out these premises.

If you're hungry for a big assortment of art papers, come tp the
University Bookstore.

We have 22" x 32" Crescent art paper in 56 deliriously different colors, fade resistant
and non-bieedin- g, Crescent paper is perfect for virtually every art purpose.

And for displaying your creations, see our selection of Crescent acid-fre- e mat board in 86
coordinating colors. If you like, we'll even cut the board for you right in our store.

So if you need art paper, come see us. Nobody treats you to a better assortment.

OK, it sounds kind of silly, but it
really does work. Peter OToole is in top
form, anchoring the film with the sheer
charm of his persona. Even when the
script is thin, he can be funny or mov-

ing, or both. Sometimes he doesn't
need to say anything.

Vincent Spano ("Babyj It's You") is
also very good as the young man finding
his place in the world.

Virginia Madsen ("Electric Dreams")
is a delightful puzzle. Since she is
arguably the most beautiful woman in
the world, it is hard to tell sometimes if
she is acting or not Who cares? Her

presence is so natural, it really doesn't
matter.

Stiers turns in a solid performance
as Harry's scientific nemesis of sorts.

Mariel Hemingway, on the other
hand, is becoming a bit tiresome. Even
though this character is a comic break
for her, she simply is not a comic
actress. Actually, it's really not much of
a part. In a way, she is overqualified for
it.

The humor in the film is consistently
warm, and frequently inventive, which
is good, because there are spots where
you can see it papering over the dra-
matic shortcomings.

It's worth the admission price.

BOOKSTORELower Level, Nebraska Union, 14th & R, 472-730- 1

Open Mon.-Fr- i. 8:00 a.m.-5:3- 0

OF NEBRASKA
Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:0- 0 p.m. Closed Sundays

Services Available: Copying, Photoprocessing, Typewriter Rental
Western Union.

UNIVERSITY
Books and more!


